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Floquet engineering is a powerful tool to modify materials by coupling them to periodic light.
Traditionally, amplitude and frequency are varied, but the polarization can be tuned to explore a
larger phase space. We consider both polarized and several kinds of unpolarized light on insulating
magnetic materials, showing that varied polarization protocols enhance different exchange couplings.
As an illustration, we couple the triangular lattice Hubbard model at half-filling to periodic light
with several polarizations and discuss how to alternately induce Dirac and chiral spin liquids.
Floquet engineering is a powerful tool that allows ac-
cess to phases and phenomena not realizable in equilib-
rium, typically using periodic light to drive the system [1–
8]. The laser light used generically breaks a symmetry, as
its polarization is fixed. Sometimes this symmetry break-
ing is useful, as new couplings like chiral fields are gen-
erated [9–13], or anisotropies and dimensionalities tuned
[14–18]. However, sometimes we want to preserve the
original symmetries. The degree and nature of the sym-
metry breaking may be controlled by using unpolarized
or partially polarized light. We discuss this role of polar-
ization in tuning magnetic exchange interactions in Mott
insulators, and show how different, realistic polarization
protocols can give significantly different exchange cou-
plings, even with the same symmetries. As an example,
we treat the triangular Hubbard model at half-filling and
show how different protocols tune the relative strengths
of the Heisenberg exchange couplings, as well as induce
chiral fields. In particular, it is possible to boost the ratio
J2/J1 and potentially access both expected Dirac [19–26]
and chiral [24, 25, 27, 28] spin liquids.
Perfectly monochromatic light is fully polarized, with
the electric field delineating an ellipse perpendicular to
the propagation vector, ~E(t) = Re
[
~E0e−iΩt
]
, where ~E0
is independent of time. We consider propagation along
zˆ, normal to the sample. A generic polarization can be
written as ~E0 = E+ˆ+ + E−ˆ−, where ˆ± = 1√2 (xˆ ± iyˆ)
are left and right circular polarization (LCP/RCP). E±
may be complex, and so the field has an amplitude,
√
I
and angles, χ ∈ (−pi/4, pi/4) and ψ ∈ (0, pi),
E± =
√
I sin (−χ∓ pi/4) e∓i(ψ−pi/2). (1)
The polarization may be decomposed into the Stokes pa-
rameters [29],
~S = I (cos 2χ cos 2ψ, cos 2χ sin 2ψ, sin 2χ) , (2)
which describe the surface of a sphere of radius
√
I: the
Poincaré sphere. The poles, χ = ±pi/4 correspond to
LCP/RCP, respectively, while linear polarization (LP)
lies on the equator (χ = 0), with angle ψ.
Unpolarized, nearly monochromatic light may be cre-
ated by allowing the polarization vector to slowly traverse
Figure 1. Monochromatic light has a fixed polarization de-
scribed by a point on the Poincaré sphere. This point is
captured by two angles, χ and ψ, as shown. The axes corre-
spond to the Stokes parameters, which describe the degree of
horizontal/vertical (S1), ±45◦ polarization (S2) and circular
(S3) polarized. The polarization vector can trace out various
paths on the Poincaré sphere, and different kinds of unpo-
larized light are generated by sampling certain regions of the
Poincaré sphere such that 〈~S〉 = 0, including type II Glauber,
which samples the equator and type II ±χ0, which samples
circles at ±χ0 equally. Type I light samples the entire sphere.
a periodic path on the Poincaré sphere with characteris-
tic time, Tp = 2pi/Ωp  T = 2pi/Ω, such that the time
average of the Stokes parameters is zero, 〈~S〉 = 0 [20, 29–
36].
Practically, these protocols may be implemented us-
ing two or more laser frequencies with varying degrees
of correlation. Alternately, a uniformly polarized beam
may be passed through an optical element called a depo-
larizer that causes the polarization to vary rapidly over
the spot size of the beam, such that the spatial aver-
age 〈~S〉 = 0 [37–39]. Different protocols create unpolar-
ized light differentiated by higher-order correlators of the
Stokes parameters, 〈SiSj〉, 〈SiSjSk〉, etc[40], which must
also preserve lattice and time-reversal symmetries. Note
that we neglect the time dependence given by the trajec-
tory on the Poincaré sphere; we shall show that this can
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2be made arbitrarily small.
Exchange couplings are sensitive, ultimately, to all
higher-order correlators, and so will vary with the type of
unpolarized light. The magnetic exchange couplings Jij
for a given protocol are found by averaging the polarized
results over the polarization distribution, f(χ, ψ),
〈Jij〉 =
∫ pi/4
−pi/4 dχ
∫ pi
0 dψ cos 2χf(χ, ψ)Jij(χ, ψ)∫ pi/4
−pi/4 dχ
∫ pi
0 dψ cos 2χ f(χ, ψ)
(3)
We fix the intensity, but it may vary, as for natural
light [29].
To preserve lattice and time-reversal symmetries, we
demand that polarization distributions be invariant un-
der rotations and have zero net chirality. Such dis-
tributions generate “type II” light [41]. Of particu-
lar interest is type II Glauber light, which samples all
LPs equally, encompassing the equator of the Poincaré
sphere. Generic type II light may be constructed from
superpositions of distributions with circles at χ = ±χ0,
f(χ, ψ) = 12 [δ(χ− χ0) + δ(χ+ χ0)]. Type I light is even
more restrictive, sampling the Poincaré sphere uniformly,
f(χ, ψ) = 1 [41]. Fixed intensity type I light is known
as amplitude-stabilized unpolarized light, while natural
light has a varying intensity, f(I, χ, ψ) = 2I0 exp (−2I/I0)
[42]; for magnetic exchange couplings, these give identical
results. It is possible to generate nearly monochromatic
type II Glauber [31] and type I light [30, 32] either us-
ing spatial depolarizers or by superimposing slightly fre-
quency detuned incoherent laser beams with orthogonal
polarizations.
To illustrate the effect of polarization, we now examine
magnetic exchange couplings in a single band Floquet-
Hubbard model; more realistic superexchange models
will feature similar physics. We consider electrons hop-
ping on a lattice in the presence of a time-dependent
electric field, E = −∂A∂t , with period T = 2pi/Ω. There
is a strong penalty for double occupancy, U :
H0 = −t1
∑
i,δi
e−iA(t)·δic†i ci+δi + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓. (4)
We consider only nearest-neighbor links labeled by δi =
(cosφi, sinφi). In the time-independent limit, we can
expand in U either using Brillouin-Wigner perturbation
theory [43, 44] or a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [45].
On the triangular lattice, to second order, there is only
the nearest-neighbor term [46], J1 = 4t21/U , but fourth
order terms give corrections to J1 = 4t21/U−28t41/U3 [47],
as well as second and third neighbor couplings, J2 = J3 =
4t41/U3 and a ring exchange term, J = 80t41/U [47–49].
The time-periodic nature of the Hamiltonian allows us
to Fourier-transform to Floquet space, with the discrete
set of frequencies [46, 50–52], mΩ, m ∈ Z. In this space,
the electrons now hop not just between sites, but between
Floquet sectors labeled by |m〉 [1, 52], as shown in Fig.
Figure 2. (a) Electrons hop between different sites and Flo-
quet sectors, labeled by m (m = 0 and m = −1 shown here).
(b) The Hubbard bands are broadened by the hopping of
holons and doublons, with bandwidth 2γt1. To avoid exciting
electrons between the bands, the photon frequency Ω must be
less than the Mott gap, U−2γt1, but greater than the overall
bandwidth, U + 2γt1.
2 (a),
H = −
∑
m,n
∑
i,δi
t
(n−m)
i,i+δi c
†
i ci+δi |m〉 〈n|
+
∑
m
∑
i
(Uni↑ni↓ +mΩ) |m〉〈m| (5)
The double occupancy penalty becomes U + mΩ, with
resonances at m = −Ω/U . The hopping between sectors
is given by the Fourier transform (with θ = Ωt), [52]
t
(m)
i,i+δi =
t1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dθe−imθe−iδi·A(θ). (6)
The integral gives the Bessel function expression,
t
(m)
i,i+δl = t1e
im(βl+pi)Jm (Al) , (7)
where the real space orientation, δl is incorporated via
the amplitude, Al and angle, βl,
Al = A0
√
1 + cos 2χ cos [2 (ψ − φl)]
cosβl =
√
2 sinχ sin (ψ − φl)√
1 + cos 2χ cos [2 (ψ − φl)]
. (8)
Here, we introduce the dimensionless average fluence
A0 = 1Ω
√
I/2. Notice that Al is symmetric with re-
spect to χ = 0, while βl → pi − βl as χ → −χ, which
explains the lack of time-reversal symmetry breaking in
distributions that sample ±χ equally.
Now we can again calculate the exchange couplings,
with modified hoppings and U +mΩ denominators. We
have done our calculations via Brillouin-Wigner per-
turbation theory[49]. The nearest-neighbor coupling is
straightforward[13, 45, 53, 54] ,
J
(δl)
1 = 4
∑
m
t
(m)
i,i+δlt
(−m)
i+δl,i
U +mΩ = 4t
2
1
∑
m
|Jm (Al)|2
U +mΩ . (9)
3The Bessel functions cause J (δl)1 to rise to a maximum
as a function of fluence, A0 and then oscillate as it de-
cays, as shown in Fig 3 (b). Note the dependence upon
polarization through Al, which can tune the anisotropy
of the lattice. Large enhancements may be found by
tuning close to the resonances at U = −mΩ, however,
heating becomes a concern. Higher-order contributions
are more complicated, as superexchange paths prolifer-
ate; third-order terms vanish, while fourth-order terms
on the triangular lattice are derived in the supplemental
material[49]. Imaginary hopping terms, if present, gener-
ate chiral fields, J4χ
∑
ijk∈4 ~Si · ~Sj × ~Sk. Otherwise, the
corrections modify existing couplings.
Here, we fix the polarization and later average to find
the desired unpolarized result.
As a practical concern, we want to enhance the frus-
trating further neighbor couplings without significantly
heating the system by exciting pairs of holons and dou-
blons [55–60]. The very resonances that allow large en-
hancements also lead to problematic heating when one or
more photons can excite electrons across the gap [61, 62].
Otherwise, the heating is minimal [13]. Mott insulators
have a finite bandwidth for the upper and lower Hub-
bard bands, 2γt1, where γ is a lattice dependent geomet-
ric factor (γ = 2
√
5 for the triangular lattice [53]). To
avoid heating upon approaching the U = Ω resonance,
we must keep Ω < U − 2γt1, as shown in Fig. 2 (b).
However, we also must insist that two photons cannot
excite electrons between Hubbard bands, 2Ω > U + 2γt1
[63]. This restriction severely limits what materials may
effectively be tuned, as only strongly insulating materials
with t1 < U/(6γ) may be pumped with Ω < U − 2γt1
light without significant heating. For illustration, we
fix t1 = U/(6γ) and Ω = 2/3 to avoid heating, while
maximizing the enhancements. Sufficiently far from res-
onance, there is minimal heating even for relatively large
fluence[13], and the Bessel function nature of t(m) means
that the enhancement is largest for A0 of order one.
As the Floquet formalism assumes monochromatic
light, it is not obvious that time-averaging the polar-
ization gives correct results. A previous work suggests
that the Floquet formalism can still be used at least
with some types of unpolarized light, as discussed for
non-interacting graphene [64]. To show that polariza-
tion averaging works explicitly, here we consider linearly
polarized light with frequency Ω, where the angle of po-
larization, ψ precesses with frequency Ωp = 2pi/Tp. We
proceed as before, now with the Floquet frequency Ωp,
where we assume that the polarization and original fre-
quencies are commensurate. We recover the results for
polarization averaged monochromatic light for Tp  T ,
as the contributions become effectively broadened by the
presence of a second, slower frequency.
Figure 3. The hopping terms
∣∣t(m)∣∣2 as function of m, for
N = 25. The actual values (red) cluster around m = Nm˜
with small deviations labeled by k in the text. When these
clusters are well separated, e.g. for sufficiently large N ,
the k contributions can be summed to give an approximate∣∣t(m˜)∣∣2 = t21∑k |fm˜k |2 for m˜ = m/N ∈ Z (blue). (Inset a)
The electric field profile over time for N = 25, where the
thin brown line traces out {Ex(t), Ey(t)} over the full period,
Tp. LP would give a straight line, while the thick green line
shows quasi-linear behavior over T . (Inset b) J1 as a function
of fluence, A0 for N = 3, 5, 10, 25. The black line indicates
the monochromatic average over LPs, which coincides with
the N ≥ 25 results. For small N , J1 is direction-dependent
(results are shown for δ1, with φ1 = pi/3). Also shown are the
chiral couplings, Jχ normalized by the bare (J1)0 for values of
N starting from N = 1, which corresponds to the circularly
polarized case and becoming vanishingly small for N & 10.
The electric field for this scenario is,
E(t) = E0
(
cos Ωpt
sin Ωpt
)
Re[e−iΩt]
= E02 Re
[(
1
i
)
e−iΩ+t +
(
1
−i
)
e−iΩ−t
]
. (10)
Time-reversal is clearly broken via the precession of the
polarization, which leads to a sum of terms with opposite
circular polarizations and frequencies, Ω± = Ω±Ωp. The
electric field is periodic with Tp = NT with N ∈ Z. We
now Fourier-transform to Floquet space as before, with
frequencies mΩp. The calculation proceeds similarly, but
now the vector potential,A(t) has two contributions with
frequencies, Ω± and amplitudes, A± = E02Ω± ≡ A0(1 ±
N−1)−1. The hoppings between sectors are,
t
(m)
i,i+δi =
t1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dθe−imθeiA+ sin θ˜++iA− sin θ˜− , (11)
where θ = Ωpt, and θ˜± = θ (N ± 1) ∓ φl. We per-
form the integral by twice decomposing exp(ix sin θ) =∑
m′ Jm′(x)eim
′θ into a sum over Bessel functions with
different phase factors. m′ ranges over all integers. The
4θ integral gives a Kronecker delta-function,
t
(m)
i,i+δi = t1
+∞∑
m1,m2=−∞
Jm1(A+)Jm2(A−)e−i(m1−m2)φl×
× δm−N(m1+m2)+m2−m1 . (12)
We can now calculate the exchange couplings as before,
but with Ω replaced by the much smaller Ωp. The sum
can be calculated numerically for any N , with some J1
results shown in Fig. 3 (b). It quickly converges to the
average of Eq. (9) over all linear polarizations Eq. (3)
, for N & 10. This convergence is not intuitive, as we
have resonances at U = −mΩp, while the polarization
averaged result has far fewer resonances at U = −m′Ω.
However, the hoppings themselves are dominated by con-
tributions from m very close to integer multiples of N ,
such that we can definem = Nm˜+k, with k of order one.
In the large N limit, where the sums of Eq. (12) can be
truncated, A+ ≈ A− ≈ A0, and the hoppings generically
take the form,
t
(Nm˜+k)
i,i+δl ≡ t1f m˜k e−ikφl, f m˜k =J 12 (m˜+k)(A0)J 12 (m˜−k)(A0).
(13)
J1 is again found by perturbation theory in the excited
energies, U + (Nm˜+ k)Ωp. As the numerators are domi-
nated by small k/N , we can neglect k in the denominator,
J
(δl)
1 = 4
∑
m˜,k
t
(Nm˜+k)
l t
(−Nm˜−k)
l
U + (Nm˜+ k)Ωp
≈ 4t21
∑
m˜
∑
k
∣∣f m˜k ∣∣2
U + m˜Ω . (14)
t1
√∑
k |f m˜k |2 act as effective hoppings that sum up
the contributions from deviations from m = Nm˜. We
thus recover the U = −m˜Ω resonances of the original,
monochromatic problem in the large-N limit. The effec-
tive hoppings are independent of φl, which makes J (δl)1
isotropic; and f m˜k is even with respect to k, which guar-
antees that the chiral terms vanish in the large-N limit
[49]. Therefore, the chiral terms and anisotropy vanish
as the clusters of contributions become well separated, as
shown in Fig. 3. These approximate analytical results
agree well with the exact numerical sums, for Ω detuned
from the resonances and sufficiently large N & 10. Thus,
for Tp  T , we can use the original Floquet method and
simply average over the polarization distributions.
To demonstrate how varying the polarization proto-
col can drive materials through different regions of phase
space, we explicitly consider the triangular lattice. It
provides an apt example, as, in principle, multiple spin
liquids are accessible by tuning through different direc-
tions in phase space. While the nearest neighbor model
has 120◦ order, there is: a Dirac spin liquid for J2/J1 &
0.1[19–26]; a chiral spin liquid for either Jχ/J1 & 0.2
and J2 = 0 or Jχ/J1 & 0.025 for J2/J1 ∼ 0.1[24]; and
a spinon Fermi surface as J/J1 & 0.2[65]. We calcu-
lated the enhanced couplings to fourth order in Brillouin-
Wigner perturbation theory (details in the supplemental
Figure 4. Enhancement of magnetic couplings on the triangu-
lar lattice with as functions of fluence. (a) shows the absolute
changes for CP light with Ω = 2U/3, where the enhance-
ment is largest. J2/J1 and J3/J1 can be enhanced by 0.03
and 0.01, respectively. These may seem small, but are nearly
2000% and 500% of the equilibrium values, as shown in (b),
and are a significant fraction of the J2/J1 required for the
Dirac spin liquid. The effective chiral field reaches ∼ 0.05J1
[49], again a significant fraction of the critical field. Ring ex-
change, J/J1 ranges between −0.09 and 0.02; positive values
eventually induce a spin liquid, but must be ten times larger.
(b) shows how different types of unpolarized light drive differ-
ent paths through phase space, given in terms of the relative
enhancement. The initial, equilibrium point (A0 = 0) is in-
dicated by a dot. Type I light (blue) samples the Poincaré
sphere evenly; type II Glauber light (red) samples all linearly
polarized light equally; and type II LCP/RCP (green) sam-
ples only the poles of the Poincaré sphere, such that there
are no chiral fields. Note that the CP light used in (a) gives
identical results to type II LCP/RCP for J1, J2, and J3.
material[49]). J2/J1 is maximally enhanced either by
type I light; a type II light that consists only of equal
parts LCP and RCP light; or CP light, which also gener-
ates chiral fields. We show both the absolute change, Fig.
4(a) and enhancement over equilibrium values, Fig. 4(b)
as a function of fluence; due to the Bessel function struc-
ture, moderate fluences maximize the enhancement[66].
The absolute changes are as large as 25% and 33% of the
critical values of Jχ/J1 and J2/J1, respectively. While
these will not drive the t1 Hubbard model into a spin
liquid, a material with sufficiently large preexisting J2,
due either to second neighbor hopping or superexchange
could be tuned into both the Dirac and chiral spin liquids
5with different protocols. The absolute changes give an in-
complete picture, as the equilibrium values are tiny for
the small t1/U required to avoid heating; the enhance-
ment of J2/J1 can be as large as 2000%.
Unique paths through the J2/J1 − J3/J1 phase space
are traced out by different protocols, as shown in Fig.
4(b), where the ratio J3/J2 can be tuned by a factor of
two. Minimizing J3 is essential to accessing the Dirac
spin liquid, as J3 increases the critical J2 [26], and so
type I or CP light is more favorable than type II Glauber.
Note that while we only show the two extremes of type II
light (χ = 0,±pi/4), all type II light lies between these.
In this paper, we have shown that the laser polarization
provides a key untapped tuning parameter for Floquet
engineering, particularly for strongly interacting materi-
als, which are sensitive to higher order correlations in the
polarization. We illustrated this effect on magnetic ex-
change couplings for the triangular lattice, and showed
how different types of unpolarized light drive the model
through varied directions in phase space. In particular,
the same J1 − J2 triangular material could be nudged
into either Dirac or chiral spin liquids by different polar-
ization protocols. Similar effects could be used to tune
the anisotropy of a t − t′ triangular lattice, and should
be found throughout correlated materials.
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7I. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
A. Time scales and experimental details
In this section, we discuss the different time scales, frequencies and fluences involved, and discuss experimental
feasibility. Here, our degrees of freedom are spins, with interaction scale J1 = 4t21/U , that are experiencing a pulse
of light (duration, Tpulse) of frequency Ω = 2pi/T . We assume that the polarization vector oscillates with period
Tp & 10T , such that polarization averaging is expected to be reasonable. The spins will feel the nonequilibrium
exchange couplings and relax to their new low energy state within a time scale roughly given by Trel ∼ 1/J1. In order
for these spins to “feel” the unpolarized J ’s, we require Trel  Tp. The spins must relax to their new states within
the pulse, and be measured. So, most generously, we require Tpulse  Trel  Tp  T . In order to maximally enhance
the exchange couplings, Ω = 2U/3, and t1 = U/(6γ), where γ = 2
√
5 for the triangular lattice. These time scales can
be well separated, with perhaps the most stringent requirement being for the pulse length required to allow the spins
to relax,
T ∼ 1
U
 Tp ∼ 10
U
 Trel ∼ 100
U
 Tpulse. (15)
These laser frequencies will need to be tuned to the Mott gap, and so are expected to be on the order of electron
volts, in the visible range. Tp will therefore be on the order of 10fs, while Trel ∼ 100fs, requiring a moderately
long pulse. Note that here we consider only how photons affect the electronic degrees of freedom in this single band
Hubbard space directly, while in general photons can interact with collective modes, like phonons, or excite electrons
into other bands, which may cause additional heating or affect the magnetism more directly [67].
The dimensionless vector potential amplitude can be estimated by restoring the units,
A0 =
a0eE
Ω~ , (16)
where a0 is the lattice spacing, of the order of Angstroms. This amplitude is connected to intensity, with full units,
according to
I = c0
(
Ω~
ea0
)2
|A0|2 = 2.6× 1017
(
Ω~ [eV ]
a0
[
Å
] )2 |A0|2W/m2 (17)
with 0 the vacuum permittivity. The electric field strength, eE varies in different experiments, typically ranging from
(0.01− 1) eV/Å [68, 69], giving to intensities of I ≈ 1015 − 1017W/m2. In these experiments, A0 ranges between 0.01
and 1; the slightly larger values of ∼ 2 that we require are not unreasonable. However, as lasers provide constant
power that can be chopped into pulses, either shorter pulses with larger fluences, or longer pulses with lower fluences,
at the moment the two requirements of relatively high fluence and relatively long pulses are at odds, given current
technology.
In addition to driving the system into a nonequilibrium state, the state itself must be measured via some optical
measurements. Ordered phases should be more or less straightforward, as a phase transition should give a clear
signal in optical quantities, however, we are proposing to drive materials into spin liquid regions that do not exist in
equilibrium materials. Here, the absence of a phase transition would just be the minimal requirement for realizing
a spin liquid. Electromagnetic gauge fields do interact with the neutral spinons, albeit often with significantly lower
amplitudes than electrons. Gapless spin liquids are predicted to have power-law behavior of the optical conductivity
[70], with some evidence in herbertsmithite and others[71, 72], and liquids may have signatures in the magneto-optical
Faraday or Kerr effects [73].
B. Definition of the magnetic exchange couplings
In this section, we define the exchange couplings of the effective spin Hamiltonian for the triangular lattice. The
nearest-neighbor vectors are shown in Fig. 2(a) of the main text, and are given by
δ1 =
(
1/2,
√
3/2
)
, δ2 = (1, 0) , δ3 =
(
1/2,−
√
3/2
)
. (18)
The distinct exchange terms are shown in Fig. 5 yielding the Hamiltonian
8H
(mΩ/U)
spin =
∑
〈i,j〉
J
(i,j)
1 Si · Sj +
∑
〈〈i,k〉〉
J
(i,k)
2 Si · Sj +
∑
4
J (i,j,k)χ χ
(i,j,k)
4 +
∑
〈〈〈i,m〉〉〉
J
(i,m)
3 Si · Sm+
+
∑

[
J
(i,j,k,l)
 P
(i,j,k,l)
 + J
(i,l,j,k)
 P
(i,l,j,k)
 −J (i,k,j,l) P (i,k,j,l)
]
(19)
The couplings J1, J2 and J3 are the nearest, next-nearest and third-neighbor couplings. J’s are the ring exchange
terms that, in our notation, multiply the 4-body operators
P
(i,j,k,l)
 = (Si · Sj) (Sk · Sl) , (20)
the product of all the spin operators around a given plaquette. For any choice of polarization average that keeps the
lattice symmetries,
J
(i,j,k,l)
 = J
(i,l,j,k)
 = J
(i,k,j,l)
 . (21)
The chiral couplings come in two flavors, shown in Fig. 5 (d) and (e). In (e), the electron hops around a closed
lattice triangle, while in (d), the three sites form an open path. We call Jaχ the processes coming from (d) and Jbχ the
ones coming from (e). It becomes natural to find the net chirality of a triangle, by distributing the different fluxes
coming from the two terms. Considering four sites forming a parallelogram, like the one shown in (b), the net flux
consists of adding two fluxes of (d) and two fluxed of (e). This parallelogram is made of two triangles, implying that
the coupling that controls the effective chirality is Jaχ + Jbχ. This is used as the reduced variable in the main text.
Figure 5. Representation of all the sites involved that lead to exchange couplings in fourth order in t on the triangular lattice,
with the bond sites represented in red. (a) J1 (b) J2 (c) J3 (d) Jaχ (e) Jbχ (f) J.
C. Magnetic exchange couplings on the triangular lattice
We now present the main features of the perturbative expansion leading to the effective magnetic exchange couplings
shown in the main text; an expanded calculation will be shown elsewhere [74]. This calculation can be done two ways,
following the Brillouin-Wigner [43] or Schrieffer-Wolff [45, 75]. We take the Brillouin-Wigner approach here.
The Hilbert space of the problem is enlarged when the Floquet modes are introduced. The identity operator in the
full Hilbert space formed by joining the Floquet and Fock spaces reads
1 = 1Fock ⊗ 1Floquet ≡ P +Q, (22)
with P and Q the projectors onto the ground state and excited states manifolds of the full Floquet-Fock Hilbert
space. The total ground state projector P is the tensor product of the Fock and Floquet ground state manifolds,
P = P ⊗ PF,0, while the projector onto excited states is
Q =
+∞∑
m=−∞
PF,mQ+
∑
m6=0
PF,mP, (23)
with Q the excited states of the fermions, only.
When compared to the time-independent case, the novel effects in the structure of the perturbation theory comes
from the second term of Q, which projects onto the fermionic ground state manifold as long as m 6= 0 in Floquet
9space. We now define the resolvent operator R, which encodes the sum over all the excited states and also takes into
account the energy denominators as R = R1 +R2, where
R1 =
∑
m PF,mQ
E0 −H0 , (24)
R2 =
∑
m6=0 PF,mP
E0 −H0 , (25)
with E0 is the ground state energy of H0, which is the Hamiltonian of Eq. (5) with the hoppings set to zero.
The information coming from the hopping Hamiltonian is used to construct the wave operatorW, which is implicitly
defined by [43]
W = P +R (VW −WVW) . (26)
The effective spin Hamiltonian is obtained from W
H
(mΩ/U)
spin = PH0P + PVW = PVW, (27)
where the second equality follows given that the projection of H0 onto the ground state manifold is zero. The equation
for the wave operator can be solved recursively to a certain order of the perturbation potential V. The zeroth order
term from Eq. (26) to W is W(0) = P [43]. This term gives a vanishing contribution to the effective Hamiltonian
Eq. (27) given that P projects onto the Fock ground state with one electron per site while V moves electrons creating
empty and doubly occupied states. Similar reasoning leads to the conclusion that all terms with an even number of
V insertions in W will also vanish. The leading contributions to W are found from first and third order in V [43],
W(1) = RVP, (28)
W(3) = RVRVRVP −R2VPVRVP. (29)
From Eq. (27), W(1) and W(3) lead to the effective spin Hamiltonians in orders two and four,
H(2) = PVRVP, (30)
H(4) = PVRVRVRVP − (PVR2VP)H(2). (31)
1. Second-order perturbation theory
The second-order correction H(2) can be calculated by decomposing R as the sum of R1 and R2 and noticing,
from Eq. (25), that R2VP = 0 since, explained earlier, PVP = 0 . In second-order perturbation theory, therefore,
R2 does not enter the calculation and the structure is identical to the time-independent model, except for the
energy denominators and renormalized hoppings. By plugging the resolvent R1 explicitly, Eq. (30), and defining
Vm1−m2 = 〈m1 |V|m2〉 we arrive at
H(2) = −
∑
m
(PVmQ) 1(U +mΩ) (QV−mP ) . (32)
By inserting Vm, we arrive at Eq. (9).
2. Third-order perturbation theory
Even though the Floquet fields break time-reversal symmetry dynamically, the contributions in third-order per-
turbation theory sum out to zero, including the chiral terms. This is true for any choice of polarization and was
previously addressed for circularly polarized light [13].
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3. Fourth-order perturbation theory
Since the third-order corrections vanish, we now proceed to fourth order. By plugging the resolvent R into Eq. (31),
we find that the first term leads to two possible intermediate steps, with either R1 or R2 in the middle. By separating
all the contributions, we arrive at
H(4) = PVR1VR1VR1VP + PVR1VR2VR1VP −
(PVR21VP)H(2). (33)
After using equations (24) and (25) for the resolvent, the Hilbert space of the problem is again the Fock space of the
fermions, as only the projectors P and Q are left in the calculation. By plugging them explicitly, we arrive at
H(4)a =−
∑
m1,m2,m3
PV−m3QUVm3−m2QUVm2−m1QUVm1P
(U +m3Ω) (U +m2Ω) (U +m1Ω)
−
∑
m1,m2,m3
PV−m3QUVm3−m2Q2UVm2−m1QUVm1P
(U +m3Ω) (2U +m2Ω) (U +m1Ω)
(34)
H(4)b = −
∑
m1,m2 6=0,m3
PV−m3QUVm3−m2PVm2−m1QUVm1P
(U +m3Ω) (m2Ω) (U +m1Ω)
, (35)
H(4)c =
∑
m1,m2
PV−m2QUVm2PV−m1QUVm1P
(U +m2Ω)2 (U +m1Ω)
. (36)
In the proceeding equations, we decomposed Q as
Q = QU +Q2U +Q3U + . . . , (37)
with QkU projecting onto the fermionic manifold of energy kU .
For the explicit calculation of all the couplings that appear from Eqs. (34)-(36) for the triangular lattice, it is a
matter of summing over over all possible paths. For notation, we refer again to Fig. 5. The effective magnetic exchange
couplings are expressed in terms of the functions Al, defined in Eq. (8), and we define t˜ = t1/U and Ω˜ = Ω/U , for
simplicity.
Aijkl (m) = (−1)m2 t˜3
J−m3 (Ali)Jm3−m2
(
Alj
)Jm2−m1 (Alk)Jm1 (All)(
1 +m1Ω˜
) (
1 +m2Ω˜
) (
1 +m3Ω˜
) , (38)
Lijkl (m) = (−1)m1+m3 t˜3 cos2
(
m2
pi
2
) J−m3 (Ali)Jm3−m2 (Alj)Jm2−m1 (Alk)Jm1 (All)(
1 +m1Ω˜
) (
2 +m2Ω˜
) (
1 +m3Ω˜
) , (39)
Bij (m) = (−1)m1+m3 t˜3 cos2
(
m2
pi
2
) J−m3 (Ali)Jm3−m2 (Ali)Jm2−m1 (Alj)Jm1 (Alj)(
1 +m1Ω˜
) (
m2Ω˜
) (
1 +m3Ω˜
) , m2 6= 0, (40)
Gij (m) = t˜3δm2,0
[J 2m1 (Ali)J 2m3 (Alj)+ J 2m1 (Alj)J 2m3 (Ali)] 1(1 +m1Ω˜)2 (1 +m3Ω˜) . (41)
where we define m ≡ (m1,m2,m3).
The next-nearest neighbor coupling J2 [Fig. 5(b)] reads
J
(i,k)
2 =
∑
m
−8
{
A1,2,2,1 (m) cos2
[
(m1 +m3)
pi
2
]
cos [(β1 − β0) (m1 −m3)] +A1,2,1,2 (m) cos2
[
(m1 +m2 +m3)
pi
2
]
×
× cos [(m1 −m2 +m3) (β1 − β0)]}+ 8L2,2,1,1 (m) cos [m2 (β1 − β0)]− 16B2,1 (m) cos [(β1 − β0)m2] + 8G2,1 (m) ,
(42)
while the plaquette terms [Fig. 5(f)] reads
J
(i,j,k,l)
 =
∑
m
32
{
A1,2,2,1 (m) cos2
[
(m1 +m3)
pi
2
]
cos [(β1 − β0) (m1 −m3)] +A1,2,1,2 (m) cos2
[
(m1 +m2 +m3)
pi
2
]
×
× cos [(m1 −m2 +m3) (β1 − β0)]}+ 32 cos [m2 (β1 − β0)]L2,2,1,1 (m) . (43)
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The J3 coupling [Fig. 5(c)] is
J
(i,l,m)
3 =
∑
m
−4A2,2,2,2 (m) + 8B2,2 (m) + 4G2,2 (m) . (44)
The chiral term reads [Fig. 5(d)]
Ja(i,j,k)χ =
∑
m
16 [L2,2,1,1 (m)− B2,1 (m)] (sin [m2 (β1 − β0)]− sin [m2 (β1 − β3)] + sin [m2 (β2 − β3)]) . (45)
It might be surprising, at first sight, that the expression of (45) has only terms proportional to L and B, with the
terms proportional to A vanishing exactly. An interesting sanity check that this is the case consists of expanding (45)
in powers of 1/Ω, assuming Ω  U . The leading contribution comes from 1/Ω3 and not 1/Ω, as would be naively
expected. This is in agreement with the fact that, at the limit of high Ω, the 1/Ω corrections to the hoppings on the
triangular lattice vanishes. Jbχ [Fig. 5(e)] gives
Jbχ = −3Jaχ. (46)
These results are generic for light of arbitrary fixed polarization. In the main text, we address the vanishing of the
chiral terms for the light profile shown in Fig. 3 and Eq. (10), which presents a slowly varying periodic polarization.
This requires generalizing the above expressions for hoppings that do not follow Eq. (7) of the main text, but instead,
Eq. (12). For Jbχ it reads
Jbχ =
 ∑
m1,m2,m3
1(
1 +m1Ω˜
) (
2 +m2Ω˜
) (
1 +m3Ω˜
) − ∑
m1,m2 6=0,m3
1(
1 +m1Ω˜
) (
m2Ω˜
) (
1 +m3Ω˜
)
 g (m) (47)
with
g =
[
tm10
(
tm1−m20
) ∗ + (t−m10 ) ∗tm2−m10 ] [(tm2−m3pi3 ) ∗t−m3pi3 − (tm2−m3−pi3 ) ∗t−m3−pi3 + tm3−m2pi3 (tm3pi3 ) ∗ − tm3−m2−pi3 (tm3−pi3 ) ∗]
+
[
tm1−pi3
(
tm1−m2−pi3
)
∗ +
(
t−m1−pi3
)
∗tm2−m1−pi3 −
(
t−m1pi
3
)
∗tm2−m1pi
3
− tm1pi
3
(
tm1−m2pi
3
)
∗
] [(
tm2−m30
) ∗t−m30 + tm3−m20 (tm30 ) ∗]
+
[
−tm1−pi3
(
tm1−m2−pi3
)
∗ −
(
t−m1−pi3
)
∗tm2−m1−pi3
] [(
tm2−m3pi
3
)
∗t−m3pi
3
+ tm3−m2pi
3
(
tm3pi
3
)
∗
]
+
[
tm1pi
3
(
tm1−m2pi
3
)
∗ +
(
t−m1pi
3
)
∗tm2−m1pi
3
] [(
tm2−m3−pi3
)
∗t−m3−pi3 + t
m3−m2
−pi3
(
tm3−pi3
)
∗
]
(48)
It is easy to verify that it reduces to Eqs. (46) and (45) in the monochromatic limit.
We next list the fourth-order corrections for J1. For circular polarization, δJ (4)1 is
δJ
(4)
1 =
∑
m
8A (m) f (CP )4 (m)− 8L (m)
[
cos
(pim2
3
)
+ 2 cos
(
2pim2
3
)]
− 16B (m)
[
cos
(pim2
3
)
+ 2 cos
(
2pim2
3
)
+ 2
]
− 40G (m) , (CP) (49)
with
f
(CP )
4 (m) = 2 + cos
2
[
(m1 +m3)
pi
2
](
cos
[
1
3pi (m1 −m3)
]
+ 2 cos
[
2
3pi (m1 −m3)
])
+ cos2
[
(m1 +m2 +m3)
pi
2
](
cos
[
1
3pi (m1 −m2 +m3)
]
+ 2 cos
[
2
3pi (m1 −m2 +m3)
])
. (50)
The correction δJ (4)1 to a bond along the δ3 direction coupled to linearly polarized light is
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Figure 6. Enhancement of magnetic couplings on the triangular lattice with varying fluence A0 for two distinct protocols with
t1/U = 0.037 and Ω/U = 2/3. (a) Average over the entire Poincaré sphere (b) Average over linear polarization, the equator
of the Poincaré sphere (see Fig. 1). The couplings J2 and J3 are initially decreased from their initial value, with J2 becoming
slightly negative (see Fig. 4 of the main text for the parametric plot of J2 and J3). In (a), the ring-exchange term J becomes
negative before the enhancement of J2,3 reaches the maximum value while in (b) the saturation of J2,3 is before.
δJ
(4)
1 =
∑
m
8
{
cos2
[
(m1 +m2 +m3)
pi
2
]
+ cos2
[
(m1 +m3)
pi
2
]}
(A3,2,3,2 +A2,3,3,2 +A3,1,3,1 +A1,3,3,1)
− 8 cos2
[
(m1 +m3)
pi
2
]
(A1,2,1,2 +A2,1,1,2) 16A2,2,2,2 − 8 (L2,2,3,3 + L3,3,2,2 − L2,2,1,1)
− 16 [2 (B3,2 + B2,3) + 2B3,3 − B1,2]− 8 (2G3,2 + 2G2,3 + 2G3,3 − G1,2) , (LP) (51)
Notice that δJ (4)1 → −28t41/U3 as A0 → 0, recovering the time-independent limit. The corrections for linearly
polarized light in other directions are found by permutations of the sub-indices.
In Fig. 6, we show the modification of the exchange couplings as function of the fluence A0 for two polarization
protocols: by averaging over the entire Poincare sphere (type I light) and by averaging over the equator of the sphere,
consisting of an ensemble of linearly-polarized light (type II Glauber light). The main difference regards the ring-
exchange term J. When the average is performed over the entire sphere, J becomes negative for A0 = 1.68 before
the maximum enhancement of J2,3 is achieved. This poses a disadvantage as compared to the average over linear
polarization when the goal is to destabilize the 120 phase and transition to a SL regime, but may lead to other phase
transitions.
One concern that arises from examining these corrections in Brillouin-Wigner theory is that we generically find
terms in the denominator like nU + mΩ, as found in Eq. 39 for n = 2, where m photons excite n electrons across
the Mott gap. These naively suggest that there could be additional resonances for Ω˜ = −n/m at every rational
number. However, these resonances do not appear due to the cancellation of contributions from different paths, in the
Brillouin-Wigner theory. To see that these always vanish, it is necessary to go to the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation
[45], where it is obvious that resonances only occur at Ω˜ = −1/m.
4. Higher-order corrections
We now comment about the effects corrections from higher orders in perturbation theory. Given that the odd
powers of t1/U lead to vanishing contributions, the next finite order in perturbation theory is sixth order. By keeping
the ratio t1/U < 0.04, as we must to avoid heating, higher orders will contribute only small corrections to the fourth-
order results. To justify the truncation of the perturbative expansion in the presence of the Floquet field, we may
examine the relative contributions to J1. Generically, there are two contributions: the second and the fourth-order
ones, J1 = J (2)1 + J
(4)
1 . By computing the ratios
∣∣∣J (2)1 ∣∣∣ /J1 and ∣∣∣J (4)1 ∣∣∣ /J1 for the fluences considered in this work,
80% or more of the total contribution to J1 comes from the second order term,
∣∣∣J (2)1 ∣∣∣ /J1 ≥ 0.8. For higher values of
fluence, J (2)1 becomes small and can even pass through zero and go negative. In this region, the sixth-order corrections
must be incorporated, but otherwise are negligible.
